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Molecular Spectroscopic Analyses of Cholesterol
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Abstract: Molecular modelling using MOPAC AM1, PM3, PM5, MNDOd, ZINDO/1 and B3LYP/3-21g
respectively were used to calculate both the structure and vibrational spectra of cholesterol. The calculated
data show that, the studied molecule is not linear; ground state and the number for point-Group C is equal
to 1. There are 216 genuine vibrations. B3LYP/3-21g postulates the assignment of vibrational spectrum.
The reactivity of cholesterol with its surroundings is inhabited in terms the lower total dipole moment and
relatively higher HOMO/LUMO energy.
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INTRODUCTION

Cholesterol is a soft, waxy substance found among
the lipids in the blood stream and in all body's cells.
It's an important part of a healthy body because it's
used to form cell membranes, some hormones and is
needed for other functions. High level of cholesterol in
the blood is considered as major risk factor for
coronary heart disease, which leads to heart attack.
Blood cholesterol is made in the liver and absorbed
from the food [1-2].  A level of over 200 mg/dl is
known to be a risk factor for heart disease. Less than
200 mg/dl is desirable; 200 to 239 mg/dl is considered
borderline high; over 240 is considered high [3]. 
Cholesterol has also been implicated in cell signalling
processes, where it has been suggested that it forms
lipid rafts in the plasma membrane. It also reduces the
permeability of the plasma membrane to hydrogen ions
(protons) and sodium ions [4]. It is stated that
cholesterol may act as an antioxidant [5]. Plant products
(eg. flax seed, peanut), contain cholesterol-like
compounds, phytosterols, which are suggested to help
lower serum cholesterol [6]. Food and Drug
Administration rules allow for cholesterol quantities
less than 2 mg/kg serving to be ignored in labelling.
While plant sources contain much less cholesterol
(Behrman and Gopalan suggest 50 mg/kg of total
lipids, as opposed to 5g/kg in animals), they still
contain the substance [7]. Biophysical studies in both
model membranes and in native membranes have
demonstrated that cholesterol can modulate the activity
of retinal rhodopsin by altering the membrane
hydrocarbon environment. These studies suggest that
mature disk membranes initiate the visual signal

cascade more effectively than the newly synthesized,
high cholesterol basal disks [8]. The effect of cholesterol
in lipid bilayer membrane on the melittin penetration
mechanism was explored [9].

Molecular modeling could provide electronic as
well as spectroscopic analyses of matter [10]. Among
modeling techniques semiemperical methods were used
to investigate biological molecules [11]. Many structural
and biological data could be achieved with these
molecular modeling methods [12-14]. Recently higher
methods of calculations are used to explore important
biological molecules to work and/or control some
functions in the biological systems [15-17].

The aim of this work is to study the electronic as
well as vibrational characteristics of cholesterol.
Semiempirical calculations were conducted using AM1,
PM1, PM5, MNDOd and ZINDO/1 respectively.
Higher level of calculations was performed using
density functional theory method B3LYP with 3-21g
basis set. 

2. Calculation details: Semiempirical calculations were
carried out on a personal computer performed using
quantum mechanical methods as implemented with the
MOPAC 2002 Version 1.33 CAChe Program (by
Fujitsu). The initial geometry optimization of
cholesterol was performed with AM1 [18], PM3 [18],
PM5 [19], MNDOD [20] and ZINDO/1 [21-22].

The hybrid Becke 3-Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP)
exchange correlation functional was applied [24–26] for
calculating vibrational spectra. B3LYP was performed
with 3-21G basis set, using the Gaussian 03 program
system [23].  Furthermore the total dipole moment,
highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO and lowest
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unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO were calculated
also at B3LYP/3-21g. The assignment of the calculated
wave numbers is aided by the program.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Geometrical parameters: The optimized structure
of the studied molecule is indicated in figure 1. The
chemical structure is C27H46O while the symmetry of
the molecular structure is corresponding to C1 point
group. The geometry is described in terms of the bond
distances C-C, C-H, C-O and O-H respectively. These
bonds are the distances between carbon-carbon, carbon-
hydrogen, carbon-oxygen and finally oxygen-hydrogen
atoms respectively. These bonds are listed in table 1. 

All the calculated structures are corresponding to
the energy minimum which ensures that the calculated
structures are the optimal structures. The differences in
the calculated values are according to the difference in
the accuracy of each theoretical model. The obtained
bond lengths are in the range of 1.5, 1.1, 0.9 and 1.4
Å for the studied bonds C-C, C-H, O-H and C-O
respectively. The tabulated results in table 1 indicate
that semiemperical methods give comparable bond
distances. 

For more accuracy the results are compared with
higher level of theory namely B3LYP/3-21g.

3.2. Analysis of vibrational spectrum: The calculated
Infrared transitions show that, the vibrational modes are
216 for cholesterol. It is worth to mention that, the
only modes that can appear experimentally are the
modes that corresponding to higher intensity which are
the most sensitive bands.   The most sensitive modes
for the studied molecules are shown in figure (2). The
studied molecules show a vibrational modes distributed
among three main modes namely, OH, CH and CC
respectively. For Cholesterol, the calculated IR-
transition is tabulated in table 2. A weak OH band is
appeared at 3461.9 cm-1. A strong CH region at 3140.9
up to 2989.3 cm-1 consists of CH of CH3 followed by
CH of CH2 respectively. Another weak band at 1734.4
cm-1. Another C-C band coupled with CH arises at
1213 cm-1. Both OH and CH are coupled to give rise
to bands in the regions 1462.1 – 1453.5 cm-1, 1375.5
cm-1 and 1338.6 –1319.3 cm-1 respectively. CH bending
is appeared again at 1466.2 cm-1 and finally exhibit a
strong band at 1048.3cm-1.

3. 3. Some important parameters: Other important
parameters which are calculated at higher level of
theory are the total dipole moment and HOMO/LUMO
energy. It is stated earlier that total dipole moment
reflects the ability for given biological structure to
interact with its surrounding media [27]. Even each
active site and/or functional group gives rise to a
thermal stability and/or the dipole moment value.

Table 1: Calculated bond lengths in angstrom for cholesterol, which optimized at different MOPAC semiempirical level. 
Bond Distance AM1 PM3 PM5 MNDOd ZINDO/1
C-C 1.5368 1.5410 1.5511 1.5737 1.5056
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C-H 1.1281 1.1186 1.1239 1.1289 1.1041
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
O-H 0.9637 0.9479 0.9535 0.9496 1.0222
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C-O 1.4249 1.4164 1.3952 1.4013 1.4002 

Table 2: Calculated B3LYP band position and assignment for cholesterol.
Assignment Band position cm-1

OH 3461.9
312.1

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C-H 3140.9 – 2989.3

1579.4 – 1532.2
1466.2
1048.3

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C-C 1734.4

1213 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CH coupled with OH 1462.1 – 1453.5

1375.5
1338.6 –1319.3
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Table 3: B3LYP calculated total dipole moment and HOMO/LUMO energy.
Total dipole moment (debye) HOMO/LUMO (eV)

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
X Y Z Total
-0.7605 1.3429 -0.4167 1.5985 7.057

Fig. 1: B3LYP/3-21g optimized structure of cholesterol.

Fig. 2: B3LYP/3-21g calculated vibrational spectrum of cholesterol.

As seen in table 3, the total dipole moment is
1.5985 debye.   Distributed as -0.7605;   1.3429 and
-0.4167 in X, Y and Z- directions respectively. 

Cholesterol contains OH group which exhibits
weak OH band also it has lower dipole moment value.
Another test of reactivity will be the energy difference
between highest occupied molecular orbital HOMO and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital LUMO. 
Cholesterol has 344 orbital’s. The HOMO/LUMO
energy difference is the difference between the
occupied orbital 108 and the unoccupied orbital 109.
Table 3 presents the calculated B3LYP/3-21g
HOMO/LUMO energy is 7.057 eV. This value is
considered a little bit high while the calculated total
dipole moment at the same model is low. Correlating
these results one can conclude that the reactivity of
cholesterol is not high with its surrounding media. This
paves the way towards the limitation of cholesterol
interactions in the biological systems. 

4. Conclusion: As we discuss in the above section the

computational models can provide us with structural
and vibrational spectra of many molecular systems
especially biological molecules.

In the present study a model is presented to
describe both structure and vibrational spectra for
cholesterol. The most interesting result is that
vibrational frequencies could be calculated with
B3LYP/3-21g model. Structural parameters could be
obtained for such molecule using semiemperical
methods. The calculated total dipole moment is low
while the HOMO/LUMO energy is relatively high.
These explain the stability of cholesterol with its
surrounding biological system.  
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